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TWIN BELIEFS AND CEREMONY IN GA CULTURE MARION KILSON 



(Newton College Massachusetts, U.S.A.) 



Notions of cosmological order constitute a significant aspect of social systems. While cosmologies differ in their systemic qualities, they provide a means of classifying and interpreting the continuities and vicissitudes of human experience. Moreover, as Beidelman has observed "In any system of ideas . . . concerning world order, there must be some account taken of the occasional exceptions to that order" 1). Anomalies represent disorder and consequently are considered dangerous and powerful but useful 2 ) . Whether specific anomalies are interpreted as negative or positive sources of power varies between societies. I n many societies the birth of twins is regarded as an anomaly. Although the interpretation of such anomalous births varies widely in sub-Saharan Africa even among territorially contiguous peoples 3 ) everywhere danger surrounds these births. Invariably this dangerous state pertains both to those who give birth and to those who are born. I n certain societies the danger inherent in multiple human births so threatens the established social order that one or both twins are destroyed 4 ) and the dangerous condition of one or both parents must be altered. In societies in which twins are not killed, the danger surrounding twins and their parents must be controlled in some way, frequently through ritual. Ritual constitutes both a means of creating order and thereby controlling disorder and an expression of order. Recent analyses of twinship ritual demonstrate that the symbolism of these rites frequently conveys fundamental differentiations and ten-



I ) T. 0. Beidelman, Kaguru Omens, Anhropological Quarterly 36, 1963, 57. Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger, London and New York 1966, passim. 3) Cf., e.g. I.Shapera, Customs relating to twins in South Africa, Journal of the African Society 26, 1927, 117-137; P. E. Leis, The non-functional attributes of twin infanticide in the Niger Delta, Anthropological Quarterly 38, 1 6 5 , 97-111. 4) Cf. Shapera, above also Beidelman, art. cit., 54, Leis, art. cit., roo. 2)
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sions in the ideological and social orders of the social systems in which they occur 5 ) . The anomaly of multiple human births derives from the biological fact of excessive human reproduction: the existence of two where there should be one. How this physical fact is evaluated and how those who are born together are classified and thereby incorporated within the cosmological order differ from society to society in sub-Saharan Africa. Nevertheless, two modes of resolving the taxonomic problems created by twinship have been theoretically influential in the anthropological literature on twinship. Certain African societies emphasize the structural and mystical unity of twins 6). Some African societies associate twinship with animals who normally produce multiple offspring 7). As Turner has suggested "You m a y . . . in some situations focus upon the duality of twins, and in others upon their unity" 8). Nevertheless, both the dual and unitary aspects of twinship arise from the empirical biological fact of the delivery of two offspring at one birth. In this paper I discuss ideas associated with multiple human births in one West African society in which twin births are regarded as desirable anomalies and in which the structural and mystical duality of twins is emphasized. In order to show how the anomaly of multiple human births is resolved in the culture of the Ga of south-eastern Ghana, I present a descriptive analysis of a Ga twin ceremony, preceded by a brief statement of certain Ga beliefs and practices associated with twins. In describing the ceremony, I first outline the social context and procedure of the ceremony before presenting a detailed analysis of two episodes, followed by a discussion of the meaning of certain symbolic motifs and an analysis of some ideological and structural implications. The Ga, a Kwa-speaking people numbering approximately 237,000, 5) J. H. M. Beattie, Twin ceremonies in Bunyoro, Journal o f the Royal Anthropological Institute 92, 1962, 1-12; V. W. Turner, The Ritual Process, Chicago I*. 6) Cf., e.g., Shapera, art. cit., 134-6; Turner op. cit., 45 ; Evans-Pritchard, E.E., Customs and beliefs relating to twins among the Nilotic Nuer, Uganda Journal 3, 1936. 230-8. 7) Mary Douglas, Social and religious symbolism of the Lele of the Kasai, Zaire 9, 1955, 385-402; also her Animals in Lele religious thought, Africa 27, Igj7, 46-58, reprinted in J. Middleton (ed.) Myth and Cosmos, 231-248; Evans-Pritchard, art. cit., 235 f f . 8 ) Ofi cit., 49.
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live in the Accra Plains of south-eastern Ghana 9). For almost three hundred years the Ga heartland has been a series of coastal towns, each with its dependent coastal and inland villages and hamlets. These towns are welded into a loose confederation under the Ga paramount chief residing in Accra. The most important social unit in Ga society is the cognatic family (we) to which members are recruited by birth and less frequently by adoption. Since membership in the family is not terminated by physiological death, a family comprises two categories of person: living persons and ancestral shades. The prosperity of the living is thought partially to depend upon harmonious relations between these two categories of family members. The family which owns an estate consisting of land, buildings, titles to office, and a set of patronyms, is a non-residential group whose members are dispersed in households (shia) not only within a town but within a number of villages. I n traditional Ga society, households ideally comprise unisexual kin groups in which adult kinswomen and children live together and mature patrikinsmen are co-resident. However dispersed its members, each family recognizes one building in town as the founder's house to which family members return annually to participate in the ritual feast honouring ancestral shades and occasionally to observe rituals marking the fundamental biosocial transitions involving birth and death of its members. I n order to comprehend Ga beliefs about twinship, certain Ga ideas about the ordering of the world, should be appreciated. At the core of traditional Ga cosmology is a conception of a hierarchy of beings; a supreme being, spirit beings, human beings, animals, and plants. The differentiation and ranking of taxonomic classes is based on four existential distinctions: creative-created, immortal-mortal, rational-nonrational, and mobile-immobile. The creative power of the supreme being differentiates it from all other classes of being; the immortality of spirits distinguished them from all other forms of created life; the rationality of human beings differentiates them from animals and plants; the mobility of animals distinguishes them from plants. The g) I did fieldwork among the Ga for ten months in 1964-65 and for three months in 1968. This research was supported by grants from the Charles E. Merrill Trust Fund. Radcliffe College and the Institute of African Studies, University of Ghana in 1964-65 and from the Joint Committee on Africa of the American Council of Learned Societies and the Social Science Research Council in 1968. The leisure and facilities for writing this paper were provided by the Radcliffe Institute. I wish to thank Professor T . 0. Beidelman for his helpful comments on drafts of this paper.
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existential attribute differentiating a superordinate class of being from a subordinate class not only characterizes that class but all superior classes in the hierarchy; conversely, the attribute distinguishing the subordinate class pertains not only to that class but to all lower classes within the hierarchy. The assignment of these variant existential attributes to classes of being may be expressed schematically as: Class



Existential attributes



supreme being spirit beings human beings animals plants



creative created created created created



immortal immortal mortal mortal mortal



rational rational rational nonrational nonrational



mobile mobile mobile mobile immobile



Ga regard the birth of twins as desirable anomalies which result from the parentsJ unusual reproductive powers. Ga resolve the anomaly of physiological twinship by saying that human twins (huudzii) are human beings who are associated with certain spirits in the sky. For every pair of human twins on earth, therefore, there is a corresponding pair of spirits in the sky, which is the locus of immortal beings. These sky dwelling spirits are bushcow (wuo) spirits. Although the bushcow spirits are sky spirits, they can descend to earth and become localized in human beings, animals, and objects. Bushcow spirits may be localized in earthly phenomena either by their own volition or by human intention. When the spirits become localized in human beings, these people behave like bushcows. Although bushcow spirits should possess only human twins, they may become localized in non-twins indicating some dissatisfaction of the spirits which must be redressed. One mode of expressing the correspondence between human twins on earth and spirits in the sky is the set of names which they share. Human twins have the same names as twin spirits. These names, which are used as terms of both reference and address for human twins, indicate the sex of the twins and the birth-order of twins of the same sex. Names of Twins Twifi pair: Opposite sex Same sex f irst-born second-born



mole Oko



f emule Akwele



Akwete or OK0 Akvete



Akwele Akuoko
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The siblings born after a pair of human twins also share in their association with bushcow spirits, because they too are the product of their parents' unusual reproductive powers. In fact, the sibling born immediately after a pair of twins is thought to be more powerful than the twins themselves, as I indicate below. The set of names which subsequent siblings and bushcow spirits share indicates only birthorder. Names o f siblings born after twin pair third-born T d a f ourth-born Ago fifth-born Abaa



In Ga society, therefore, the unique structural position of a multiple sibling group comprising a pair of human twins and their succeeding siblings is expressed through a set of names which associates them with certain sky spirits and differentiates them from other mortal Ga. Ga belief about the existential nature of the bushcow spirits explains in large measure the ritual surrounding human twins in Ga culture. The bushcow is said to be a horned forest creature which is thought to be very wild and ferocious and which utilizes its horns to butt other creatures and objects 10). The bushcow is also thought to be a gregarious forest animal which travels in groups and enjoys bathing in forest streams and ponds. Finally, the bushcow spirits are believed to cleanse the yam (ye1e)crop of mystical danger; consequently, each year yams are offered to the bushcow spirits before human beings consume it. Thus, Ga beliefs about the nature of twin spirits involve a concatenation of forest symbols at various levels of sub-human reality: Animal : Plant : Topography :



bushcow ( m o ) yam ( ~ e l e ) pond (kpaakpo)



I discuss below the reasons underlying this association between twins, yams, bushcows, and ponds. Through human twins the twin spirits are the focus of a cult in which each multiple sibling group forms an autonomous cult group. 10) W w , hush cow, Syncerw caffer beddingtoni. "The Bush Cow, or Dwarf Buffalo, is found throughout West Africa; . ..the colour is tawny red, gradually darkening almost to black in old beasts, but in some parts there seems to be dark and light varieties. In West African animals the horns are generally very poor, lying more or less flat along the head and up to only 2 feet long,. . . The Bush Cow can be very dangerous and must be hunted with great caution (G. S. Cansdale : Animals of W e s t Africa, London 1960, 14).
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Although the ritual performed on behalf of each cult group is similar, the groups do not form a larger cult association. The cult of twins involves two sets of rites: the construction of a permanent twin shrine shortly after the birth of a pair of twins and an annual yam feast (yele yeli) at which the twin spirits are honored and the shrine is renewed. O n Fridays (the days sacred to twins) these rites are performed on behalf of the mortal twins and through them their celestial counterparts either by a medium of a religious cult or by senior members of their cognatic family 11). The annual yam feast is performed throughout the lifetimes of the twin pair and their succeeding siblings and often after their deaths 1 2 ) . In contemporary Ga society when a pair of twins is born, their father or some senior member of his family consults a medium of a religious cult who invokes the twin spirits to determine whether or not they wish to be worshipped (dza). If the spirits wish to be worshipped, arrangements are made for the construction of a twin shrine which is kept in the twins' home. The most important objects in the twin shrine are a pair of bushcow horns which are bought (he) for the mortal twins, because as human beings they lack the horns of their bushcow spirit counterparts. Since the twin spirits may be localized in these horns, mortal twins derive their power (hewale) through the horns. Ga informants are explicit that the power of mortal twins resides in their horns and not in their persons 13). Mortal twins are feared, because when angry, they may beat their horns to invoke and thereby localize the twin spirits in the horns and through these spirits to cause the sickness, if not death, of the objects of their enmity 1 4 ) . Each year



1 1 ) The four major Ga religious cults are kpele, which Ga believe to be their indigenous religion. me, which is an A d a n m e cult, and nbon.q and otll, which Ga consider to he Aban c~ilts. 1 2 ) For example, I know one man in his middle sixties whose deceased maternal grandmother was a twin for whom the annual yam feast is still performed. 13) One informant said that when twins become possessed, they are possessed by the bushcow spirit, but people attribute their possession to their horns by saying "his horns have come on him (ekodzii eyi eno)". 1 4 ) M . J . Field (Religion and Medicine o f the Ga people, London 1937, revised ed. 1961) descnibes certain aspects of a twin beliefs and ceremony. She records a number of beliefs concerning twins for which I lack comparable information. She writes (19.17: 182) : "Twins being divine are held never to bring ill fortune to a family, but they bring so much anxiety to their parent$ that they are never welcon~ed. Only identical twins are held to be twins at all and to come from the same sky family. Dissimilar twins are just 'strangers to each other who happened to travel to this
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the twin shrine is renewed at the annual yam feast, as I describe below. According to Ga conceptual categories, the annual yam feast for twins (haadzii yele yeli) consists of three episodes: the construction of the twins' bowl (tsese), the dance of joy (yeeyeye), and the yam feast (yele yeli). The twin shrine is renewed through the construction of the twins' bowl, for the objects in the shrine are removed and placed in the bowl while the twin spirits are invoked to descend to eat the new yams. The dance of joy celebrates the birth of human twins, affirms their connection with bushcows, and emphasizes the reciprocal bonds between mortal twins and their cognates. Finally, relatives of the human twins gather to enjoy the first yams of the new crop which have been mystically cleansed by the twin spirits. From the viewpoint of the ritual actors, the annual yam feast serves to honor human twins and their spirit counterparts and to purify the yam crop for human consumption. From the perspective of the ethnographer, this ceremony acknowledges the distinctive social status which the anomaly of multiple human births confers and the association of this status with both bestiality and spirituality, that is with both sub-human and suprahuman classes of being; the ceremony revitalizes the relationship between human twin and spirit twin thereby reaffirming the interconnection 'between the world of spirit and the world of men and expresses the association between twins, bushcows, ponds, and yams in Ga thought; finally, the ceremony recreates the social bonds uniting human twins and their mortal relatives. Since I discuss these issues subsequenty, I merely wish to note that the annual yam ceremony is a rite of renewal expressing and recreating Ga ideological and social relationships.



Social Context In August 1968 I attended two twin ceremonies on the same Friday in a small and remote Ga village. These ceremonies differed in their aims; one was simply an annual yam feast for a pair of middle-aged female twins; the other combined the construction of a twin shrine world together'. Twins of opposite sex are a more powerful and dreaded combination than twins of the same sex. "If one twin dies the other twin becomes far more powerful than when both were alive, and his displeasure much more to be dreaded, for he now has a confederate among the dead. If a man who is a twin marries a woman who is a twin the combination is a very powerful one, and the same sympathy and co-operation exists between them as exists between brother and sister twins."
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and the performance of a yam feast for a pair of young male twins. Although the ceremony for the young twins necessarily incorporated additional ritual episodes, the procedural form of both ceremonies was similar and the verbal content of these yam feasts differed only to incorporate the notion of redress which occasioned the ceremony for the young twins (see Table I). Thus, while the ceremony for the mature twins constituted a rite of renewal, the ceremony for the young twins represented a rite of initiation and redress. The ceremony for the young twins was performed on behalf of a pair of male twins and their Tam'a, also a male. At the time of the ceremony, Akwete was dead, Akuete was three years old, and Ta& was seven months old. Since the parents of the twins were Christians, they had neglected to consult a medium about the wishes of the twin spirits at the time of their children's birth; rather they had their children baptized. About six months before the performance of the twin ceremony described below, three young women in the twins' village began to go into uncontrollable and extended trance states. One of these women was a sister of the polygynous father of the twins, while the others were unrelated to the twins; all were Christian and mothers of young children, though one of them was unmarried and another divorced. When these involuntary and violent trance states persisted, the elders of the women's families became concerned and consulted a renowned kpde medium living in another village to discover the reason for these possessions. The medium invoked the troubling spirits and determined that they were the angry twin spirits of the baptized human twins. The spirits revealed that they wished to have a twin shrine built for their human counterparts and stipulated that this shrine should not be built until the harvesting of the new yam crop. Within this context, the ceremonies of the construction of the twin shrine and the yam feast were performed not only to honour the mortal twins and their twin spirits but to placate the offended spirits and thereby to separate them from the women whom they had been possessing. Ceremonial Procedure Before dawn on the day of the twin ceremonies, a lorry belonging to the young twin's paternal grandfather was sent to bring the officiating medium and her party to the twins' village 15). When the IS) The medium's party was the medium, her three ritual assistants (one man and two women), myself, and my two research assistants (one Ga man and one American woman).



Episodes in G A Twin Ceremonies Ga Categories



I.



Construction Twins' Bowl



2, Dance



of Joy



Ceremony for Young Male T w n s Preparations : I. assembling ingredients 2. preparing water pots 3. dressing pot-carriers 4. seating parents of twins on mats I . Construction Twins' Bowl a. placing ingredients in bowl, invocation twin spirits (medium) b. sacrifice two fowl (medium) c. libation (medium) 2. Dance o f Joy a. dance I. dance around mat-sitters (medium women) 2. river water ritual (women, medium, pot carriers) a. procession to river b. libation at river (medium) c. filling water pots (medium) d. recession to house e.pouring river water over mat-sitters (medium) (za-ze performed thrice) 3. dance around mat-sitters (medium .f women) 4.purification of possessed women and w t carriers 1). sacrifice of sheep and one cock (medium) 3. Offering Money to Twin S&rits by Twins' Kin (medium) 4. Constrzlction Twin Shrine (twins' kinswoman)



+



3. Y a m Feast



5. Construction Water Bowl (medium) 6. Yam Feast (twins' relatives) 7. Preparation Twin Bracelets (medium)



Ceremony for Mature Female Twins Preparations : I. assembling ingredients 2. bringing twin shrine 



3,placing mats 



I.



Construction Tzenzenns' Bow~l a. placing ingredients in bowl, invocation twin spirits (medium) b. libation (medium)



2. Dance



of Joy a. dance I. mature twins seated on mats 2. dance around mat-sitters (medium S. women) J. river water ritual (women, medium, potcarriers) a. procession to river b. Ebation at river (medium) c. filling water pots (medium) d. recession to house e. pouring river water over mat-sitters (medium) (aa-ze performed thrice) 4 : dance around mat-sitters (medium women) 5. Tawia's husband offers money 



b, sacrifice sheep (medium) 



+



3. Y a m Feast (twins' relatives)



4. Throwing Away Tzatins' Bowl Water (twins' relatives) 5. Libation (medium)
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medium arrived in the twins' village, she was greeted first by the relatives of the young twins in the house of their paternal grandfather where their ceremony was performed and then by the relatives of the mature twins at their house where the second ceremony was performed. After these greeting the medium retired to a room in the first house to eat a meal brought from her own house. TVhiIe she was eating, a lorry filled with relatives of the young twins arrived from Teshi, a Ga coastal town about twenty miles away. After the medium's meal she emerged from the room to sit on the verandah of the house where she began to prepare for the ceremony of the young twins. The initial preparations involved assembling the ingredients for the twins' bowl. Apart from two circlets of raffia (aba) intertwinted with nyanyara vine and spattered with chicken blood which the medium had prepared in advance, each item was provided by the twins' family and was brought for the medium's inspection and approval by the elder brother of the house owner. These items included a large number of leaves, two animal horns, two mats, a bolt of white cloth, three small water pots, and a hen's egg. While the medium fashioned circlets of sponge and of leaves, her assistants p'repared the water pots: they washed the pots in water containing an egg and some nyanyara leaves; they painted two parallel white stripes in seven places around the top of each pot; they placed a circlet of nyanyara leaves around the neck of each pot; finally, they fumigated the pots with incense. After the preparation of the pots, one of the medium's assistants dressed three young boys, non-twins who were to act as pot-carriers, in white waist cloths and with necklaces of nyanyara leaves. The medium laid two sleeping mats on the ground in the open compound upon which the young twins' parents were seated; near the mat of the twins' mother, she placed the wooden bowl in which various items would be placed. During these preparations the three women who were possessed by twin spirits became possessed and remained possessed intermittently until the departure of the medium. The spectators calmly tolerated the women's violent and often lewd behavior. The people, invariably men, who suffered their aggresive caresses gently remonstrated with them. The ceremonies, however, proceded without apparent concern for the women's actions or condition. After the completion of the initial preparations, the first episode of the ritual, the construction of the twins' bowl, commenced. Since I describe the first phase of the construction of the twin bowl in detail
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below, I merely note here that the initial phase involved the placing of ritual objects beneath and within a large wooden bowl and the invocation of the twin spirits, the supreme being, gods, and ancestral shades by the medium. The second phase began with the medium's request for the sacrificial animals. Some male members of the twins' family brought out a ram and three cocks. At the medium's request, a hen was substituted for one of the cocks, because she later explained "It is not good to sacrifice only males, for females cool things," that is, women are peace makers. Taking one fowl in each hand the medium prayed standing over the twins' bowl and then placed the living animals on the backs of the twins' parents before handing them to her male ritual assistant, who deftly slit the throat of one cock and handed it back to her; she then sprinkled the blood of the dying creature over the bodies of the twins' parents and into the twins' bowl before throwing the bird onto the ground. The same procedure was repeated with the second fowl. The concluding phase of the first episode consisted of the medium's libation. Standing beside the twins' bowl and holding one bottle of drink in each raised hand, she prayed over and then libated into the twins' bowl. The second ritual episode, the dance of joy, had two phases. Since I analyze the first phase below I only wish to mention that while the twins' kinswomen danced singing around the twins' parents on their mats, the women possessed by the spirits Akuete and Tam'a roughly brought the human Akuete and Tawia to the twins' bowl and bathed them in its water. The second phase of the dance of joy involved the sacrifice of the ram and the third fowl. The ram was brought and lifted thrice by the medium and a man into the laps of the mat-sitters before its throat was slit. The dying sheep's blood was spattered over the mat-sitters and into the twins' bowl. The third fowl was then sacrificed and its blood also sprinkled over the mat-sitters. Finally, the medium made libation and offered drink to the parents of the twins. While several women of the house began to sweep up the debris of blood, leaves, and water scattered about the compound, the medium left the compound to perform the twin ceremony for the mature female twins. The procedure of the second ceremony reproduced that of the first except that the horns from the twin shrine were utilized, the matsitters were the mature twins, or rather Akwele, Taw'a, and their brother who took the place of the deceased Akuoko, and the fowl sacrifices were omitted. Further, the content of the prayers differed
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in that they omitted the notion of redress, a major theme of the ceremony for the young twins. Upon the medium's return to the house of the young twins' grandfather relatives of the mortal twins presented offerings of money to the twin spirits. The elder brother of the twins' grandfather handed each offering to the medium who prayed holding the coin in her hand before placing it in the twins' bowl. When all who wished to make prestations to the twin spirits had done so, an old woman of the house sat down beside the twins' bowl, removed the horns and began to clean them. Meanwhile, the medium rummaged through the bowl to retrieve and return the coins to the young twins' senior kinsman. The medium then retired to a room to consume a second meal. When she emerged, the eldery kinswoman of the young twins had constructed the twin shrine. In a white three-sided box were placed two horns, two circlets of raffia (aba), some eggs, and some yams; later the singed head of the sacrificial sheep was also added. Kinswomen were smearing the bodies of the possessed women, the young twins, and their parents with double parallel lines of white clay: around their shoulders and wrists and on their temples and foreheads; over each set of white markings were placed three red dots. Silently the medium prepared water in the twins' bowl which was to remain a week; at the request of the twin spirits, the water was taken from the bodies of water associated with the three highest ranking gods of the kpele cult in Accra: the sea, the Sakumo river, and the Koole lagoon. Meanwhile the family of the young twins sat down to eat a meal of yams and eggs. Apart from the act of consumption itself, the meal did not involve any ritual acts or objects. The family members simply ate their meal conversing quietly. As each person finished his or her meal, he rose from the table to allow another to take his seat until all had eaten. During the family yam feast the medium prepared bracelets for Akzcett, Tam'a, their parents, and the women possessed by twin spirits. Each bracelet consisted of two black beads and a central white bead. When the medium had adjusted the bracelets on the wrists of these people, she retired to consume a last meal. While the medium was eating, the sounds of singing in the evening darkness indicated that the relatives of the mature twins had gone to throw away the contents of the twins' bowl at the wayside. When the medium had finished eating, she went to the house of the mature twins to pour a final libation before assembling her possessions and departing for her village.
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Analysis of Two Efisodes Before turning to a discussion of the meaning of aspects of these ceremonial activities, I describe the initial phases of the episodes of the construction of the twins' bowl and of the dance of joy. For each phase I present successively observational data, exegetical statements, and ethnographic commentary. (i) C o n s t r u c t i o n o f t h e T w i n s ' B o w l The first phase of the construction of the twins' bowl is performed solely by the medium. It involves both verbal and non-verbal ritual action, conveying complementary notions about the nature of the relationship between twin spirits and human beings. (a) Observations Non-verbd action: The medium places under the bowl a leaf, a coil ofnyanyara vine, twelve cowries and twelve shillings. The medium places the bowl on these objects. The medium places inside the bowl: twelve cowries, twelve shillings, some leaves, two horns, three circles of sponge and nyanyara. The medium fumigates the bowl. Verbal action: The medium lifts the horns and beats them as she prays. The prayer has three components: invocation, explication, and statement of the terms of moral reciprocity between spirits and men. I n v o c a t i o n : Hey, fathers and mothers; animals of the forest, animals of the forest, animals of the forest; lo, I call you animals of the forest, animals of the forest, animals of the forest; Lawete, Lawete; animals of the forest, Oko, Akuete, Akwele, Akuoko, Tawia, Ago, Aba. Lo, all of you, today they build your bowl and they dance the dance of joy. And so God, you come from the sky and bless it. Hey, our many gods who are in this town, the many trees, the many stones, the many hills, the many rivers, I call you. I call you for success, I call you for millet. E x p 1 i c a t i o n : Lo, Akwete and Akuete, Grandfather Sowa and Tsotso, Akafa people, have given birth to this Akmete and this Akuete. Where they (the human twins) come from, where they do not come from, they (the parents) do not know; they (the twin spirits) are in the stars. And so in this world everyone bows down to God; whether
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we see him or we do not see him, we bow down to him. And not knowing, the parents took these children to the church and so they entered the church, but the children did not want that. And so it happened that they (the parents) found out what they (the twin spirits) wanted to have performed for them so that they would leave other people's children whom they have been troubling. Then they (the twin spirits) said they wanted them (the parents) to build their bowl and dance their dance of joy as was done for Ga Tete and Tete or the seven corners of the world. And so today their mother and their father have borrowed things and searched for things; they have their L 1,000 which they went and got; they hold their horns, their two mats, their pieces of yam, their calabash of eggs and their f 1,000. C o n t r a c t u a l t e r m s . M o r t a l o b l i g a t i o n s : And so grandfathers and grandmothers you bless them. Animal of the forest, Yaowete, Yaowete, today your bowl is made and they dance the dance of joy for you, and every year your table will be set; they will not set yams for you and forget the table. You said six months ago at Christmas time that the yam was not fresh for you to get power. And so look, here are the fresh things that you will eat every year. S p i r i t s ' o b l i g a t i o n s : Hey Oko, Akuete, Tam'a, Ago, Aba; animals of the forest, lo, all of you they have built your bo\vl today and they dance the dance of joy for you so that you may eat the smelly bush and vomit into Sowa's bag and into Tsotso's bag, and your grandfather's bag and your grandmother's bag. Strike, may peace come. N o n - v e r b a 1 a c t o n : The medium takes two handfuls of leaves and raises them. Standing over the bowl she begins to pray. V e r b a 1 a c t i o n : This second prayer states anew the contractual relationship between men and spirits. C o n t r a c t u a 1 t e r m s : I have called you, you are called for success, you are called for millet, I call you into the bowl. Lo, peace and good blessing. What you asked has been done. May you bring blessing, may you bring blessing, may you bring blessing. N o n - v e r b a 1 a c t i o n : The medium places the handfuls of leaves into the bowl. She pours water into the bowl. She sprinkles perfume into the bowl.
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She adds two circlets of raffia (aba), some pieces of yam, and eggs to the ingredients in the bowl.
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V e r b a 1 a c t i o n : The medium lifts the pair of horns from the bowl and begins to beat them while she prays. The final prayer states the manner in which human beings will establish their part of the contract between twin spirits and human beings in the subsequent phases of the initial episode. E s t a b l i s h m e n t o f c o n t r a c t : Fathers and mothers, lo, they hold your other things and on them a sheep and two bottles of drink. That is our fourfooted animal that they use to build your bowl and to dance your dance of joy. Seven groups of buffalo, all of you come and bless it. Look from here downwards, these are your twelve eggs. (b) . Exegesis Shillings and cowries: The medium said that these are used to buy the bowl. "Thirty-two shillings buy the bowl; I put twelve under it, twelve into it, and twelve on it." Horns: The medium explained that twin spirits come from the forest. "They know the forest's power from this food. Their creation is like a forest animal-the bushcow. They are bushcows. Where there is no forest, there are no twins." "The horns are their (human twins') power, that is why they are bought for them." "Their power comes from the bushcow. That is why they say that only through the horn will they get their food. And so when they come and descend on (possess) a person, he will strike with his horns (i.e., butt with his head)." Leaves and water: The medium said that twins live in ponds and leaves grow in ponds, "and so these are the leaves that grow in the pond that they came from.. . And so the grass that is in the pond, that is what they will put in the water. When they do it so (i.e., construct the twins' bowl), they will put the leaves in the water for them." Aba: A circlet of raffia intertwined with nyanyara leaves and spattered with blood. The medium said that the two aba represent the twins and they are used by human twins to pray. She said that while some twins hang their aba in their house, other twins put them into the twin shrine with the horns. The nyanyara vine is the symbol of Ga people which is utilized in all Ga ritual performances whether these be religious rites or ceremonial events.
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Yams and eggs: The power of the twin spirits is to remove mystical dirt from the new yam crop. The medium said that raw yams are put into the bowl, because some twin spirits may prefer to eat raw yams. She said that eggs are placed in the bowl with yams, because "when yams are arranged, eggs go after them; they will mash the yam and sprinkle it (i.e., offer it to spirits), and so it is appropriate that yam be passed through eggs." (c) . Commentary The first phase in the construction of the twins' bowl sets the terms of the contract between human beings and twin spirits. The contractual relationship is conveyed through both verbal and non-verbal ritual action. Different aspects of the relationship between twin spirits and human beings, however, are conveyed through each communication channel. The verbal action explicitly states the purpose of the ceremony: to order the disturbed relationship between a particular set of human twins and their corresponding twin spirits. It also conveys the notion that the spirit twins are to become localized in the bowl temporarily where they may observe that appropriate actions are being performed. Further, since human beings have fulfilled their part of the contract, the twin spirits must honour theirs by giving blessing to the human twins and their mortal relatives and by refraining from disturbing the women they have been possessing. The non-verbal action, less explicitly, states the contractual moral obgilations binding twin spirits and human twins. These successive sets of ideas are conveyed through the placing of ingredients in the bowl. The first set of ideas is conveyed by the money, the cowries which in former times served as coinage and the coins which serve as media of exchange in contemporary times, with which human beings are said to "buy the bowl". Through the buying of the bowl, I suggest that human beings acknowledge their responsibility to honour spirits. The second set of ideas revolves around the existential nature of the twin spirits who manifest themselves as bushcows; these ideas are conveyed through the horns, the leaves, the raffia circlets (aba), and the water. All these ritual objects pertain to the notion of the twin spirits as bushcow spirits and refer to their physiognomy and habitat. The third set of ideas conveyed through the yams and eggs relates to the moral obligations of twin spirits towards human beings. Not only are the yams considered to be the food giving the twin spirits their power, but the spirits have the duty of purifying this forest vegetable for human consumption.
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Both the verbal and non-verbal components of the first phase of the initial episode of the twin ceremony, therefore, serve to set the terms of the contractual relationship between twin spirits and mortal twins which is essentially based on the principle of reciprocity. (ii) T h e D a n c e o f J o y The initial phase of the dance of joy which is subdivided into three parts involves the participation of the medium, female relatives of the human twins, three young boys, and the human twins or their parents. The episode integrates verbal and non-verbal ritual action which are frequently performed simultaneously. While these symbolic actions express the association between human twins and spirit twins who are bushcows, they emphasize the rejoicing of mortal relatives at the birth of twins, thereby, affirming reciprocal relations among human beings. (a) Observations Verbal and Non-verbal action: The medium and a number of female relatives of the mortal twins form a circle and dance in single file around the mat-sitters. As they dance, they sing the song of twins. They sing: Akwele, joy, joy, joy! Akuoko, joy, joy, joy! Tazeria, joy, joy, joy ! Ago, joy, joy, joy! Abaa, joy, joy, joy! God; God, God, God !



I went to Langmashi, I saw a bushcow; I saw a bushcow, I ran; I ran for a long time, I became tired; I climbed a tree for a long time; I came down with Akwele, I came down with Akuoko. God; God, God, God
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Oko, joy, joy, joy! Akuete, joy, joy, joy! Tam'a, joy, joy, joy! A g o , joy, joy, joy! Abaa, joy, joy, joy! God; God, God, God ! Rich men want blessing (of twins); they do not receive it. Rich men want blessing; they do not receive it. Blessing is bestowed on the poor. The poor cry oh, joy, joy, joy! God; God, God, God ! The women continue to sing this song as they form a procession to go to the river for water. The procession is led by an older woman, who is followed by three young boys each carrying a small water pot on his head, the medium, and the other women. At the riverside, the medium libates with two bottles of drink. Before pouring the liquid of libation from the raised bottles into the river, she prays. Verbal action: The medium prays:



I n v o c a t i o n : Hail, fathers and mothers, grandfathers and grandmothers. Hail, grandfathers ! Hail, grandmothers ! Hail ! Grandfathers, hail! God, God, God! Fathers and mothers, grandfathers and grandmothers. God, may there be peace; God, may there be peace; give us peace. Strike, may peace come. E x p 1i c a t i o n : God, it is not for anything bad, but it is for you yourself. I believe in your gods, your children, and your unborn children. Then Sowa and Tsotso bore Akwete and Akuete. And so today they build their bowl and they dance their dance of joy. C o n t r a c t : God, you alone have water and only your water is used to bathe everyone's body. And so we hold our drink from ancient times that we use to ask for rain, for rain. May the way be straight for those who hit with horns (i.e., twins). Today they built this bowl. They (the twins) said that when they took them into church, they caught people, God, but if they build the bowl, they will stop. And so I
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am saying that today they have built the bowl, they hold their 32 shillings, which they use to bow so that they will stop possessing them. Strike, may peace come.



Non-verbal action: The medium then fills each of the water pots with river water and replaces it on the head of the pot-carriers. Verbal and Non-verbal action: The procession reforms and returns singing the twin song to the house. Non-aerbal action: At the house the medium pours the river water from each pot over the mat-sitters. The second phase is repeated twice. Verbal and Non-verbal action: After the water pots have been emptied over the mat-sitters for the third time, the women dance around the mat-sitters singing the twin song. (b) Exegesis



Water pots: Three small earthenware pots are decorated with two short parallel lines in seven places around the lip of the pot and with a circlet of nyanyara around the top. The three pots represent the pair of twins and their Tawia. The medium said that the seven sets of white stripes represented the seven groups of bushcow; she said "some twins were born here, some gathered here, some gathered there; the twins gathered in groups. The hunter who came and met them saw them in seven groups". Pouring water over mat-sitters: The mat-sitters were the parents of the human twins at the ceremony for the young twins and the twins at the ceremony for mature ,twins. The medium said that water is poured over the mat-sitters, because "the twins come from the water. And so they (the twins) said that they swim in water. When they swam in water, a pond was made; at that time there had not been water at all." "It is the twins' pond in which they swim. When they swim, one says Akwele, Akuoko, and then Tazeri'a so that they may bear three also." Water is poured over the parents, because "they bore the children. Joy, then, joy, joy, joy! These people bore twins these are the ones who bore them. Then from the pond, they will get their pond water which they pour on them, their blessing makes them (the human twins) stay in the house."
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Dancing around the mat-sitters: The medium said that "this dance has been the dance of twins since creation. One dances around them, then they (twin spirits) will see that one dances for them. Like a pond surrounding all the earth, that (the dance) shows how the water comes." "The people on the mats are the father and mother, they are not like them (the twins), but it is their custom that when they bear (twins), they will put everything on their shoulders." A male informant added, "Twins their creation is like the bushcow. When a hunter saw them, he saw them surrounding a lake. And so the people's creation is like the animals, so when one performs their ceremonies, it is appropriate that one does it for them. And one will say that they (the human twins) are people but their creation souls are animals, that is why one does it. On another occasion, a male informant said that this dance is performed, because when bushcows bear young, they dance with joy around them. Moreover, the first woman to bear twins was barren and went from herbalist (tsofatse) to herbalist seeking a cure for her barrenness. When this woman finally gave birth, she bore two children, so she was doubly joyful. H e explained the words of the second verse of the twin song as a reference to the first twin birth. (c) Commentary The initial phase of the dance of joy emphasizes the association of mortal twins with bushcow spirits and the reciprocal ties between human twins and their mortal kin. Certain existential notions about bushcows are conveyed through the symbolic acts of this phase. The indigenous exegesis states that the circular form of the dance and the river water ritual express the association of bushcows with ponds in the forest. The gregarious nature of bushco~rsin Ga thought also is expressed by the seven sets of lines on the water pots and by the seven names cited in the song of twins. The notion of twins who are bushcows forming seven groups is articulated in the final prayer of the medium during the construction of the twins' bowl. The contractual relationship between human twins and their mortal relatives is conveyed not only by the medium's exegetical statement that the water pouring aspect of the episode is intended to make the twins "stay in the house", but through the role structure of the ritual. Apart from the medium and pot-carriers, the women who participate in this episode are female relatives of the twins, that is relatives who might birth to twins. Through their singing and dancing the kinswomen
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not only explicitly express joy at the existence of twins within their kindred and implicitly certain Ga existential notions about twins, but implicitly acknowledge their responsibility to look after these wonderful creatures and satisfy them in their mortal form, so that their mortal kinsmen may enjoy the blessing and nurtur of their spiritual counterparts who assist human beings by removing mystical pollution from the new yam crop each year.



Discussion of Some Symbolic Motifs



I now consider some ways in which double and triple motifs are utilized in the Ga twin ceremony in order to show how these motifs relate to Ga conceptions of twinship and to Ga conceptions about ritual. I n this ceremony, double motifs are utilized to symbolize the status of twinship and aspects of the relations between mortal men and immortal spirits. The existence and special status of twins is conveyed in the ceremony through the use of two similar objects, such as the two raffia circlets (aba) and the two horns forming part of the ingredients of both the twins' bowl and the permanent twin shrine. As I have noted, these two sets of objects convey certain Ga ideas about the association of human twins with twin spirits who are bushcows. Another set of two similar objects is the mats on which the human twins or their parents sit during the first two ritual episodes. The manner in which these mats are used in the ceremony suggests that their utilization focuses upon the idea of mortal twinship stressing both the physiological processes of birth and sleep and the physiological interconnections of blood kinship uniting mortal twins and their mortal relatives. The utilization of two similar ritual objects relating to some Ga existential notions about twins differs from another form of dual motif in the ceremony, namely the double presentation of sacrificial objects, especially in libation when two bottles of drink are poured simultaneously. As I have indicated elsewhere 16) dual prestations convey both the sincerity of the actor's intentions and the inferiority of the mortal libator in relation to the immortal spirits to whom the libation is offered. Analogous notions concerning twinship and ritual are conveyed through triple motifs in the Ga twin ceremony. The utilization of three similar symbolic objects may connote the notion of a pair of twins and the sibling born after them, T k a . I n the Ga twin ceremony, the 16) M. Kilson, Libation in Ga ritual, Journal of Religion in Afrka 161-178.
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conception of the three siblings is represented by the three water pots, the three sacrificial fowls, and the three beads forming the bracelet of these siblings and their parents. The bracelet beads express a further important notion concerning these siblings, namely, the special status of the third-born sibling. The three beads are arranged so that the medial white bead represents Taw'a and the surrounding black beads represent the pair of twins. In Ga ritual symbolism, white signifies superior status in whatever context it may appear, whereas black connotes inferior status. Thus, the form of the bracelet represents the status of Tawia as superior to that of the twin pair and also as an intermediary status. When Ga speak of Tawia, they say that he or she is more wild, unruly, and powerful than the twin pair 1 7 ) . The notion of the third of a series as the most important and powerful member of the series is pervasive in Ga ritual and social symbolism and is inherent in the triple motif which characterizes all forms of Ga ritual. In the twin ceremony, this second aspect of the triple motif is espressed in the three coils of sponge and three ringlets of leaves placed in the twins' bowl; three trips to the river made during the second episode of the ceremony; the sacrificial sheep placed thrice in the laps of the mat-sitters before it is slaughtered; water three times poured over the twins' bowl before filling the bowl with water; groups of three red dots placed on the bodies of twins and their parents; water from three bodies of water used in the construction of the twins' bowl which will remain for a week; three groups of twelve cowries and coins (which are said to total thirty-two shillings) used to buy the twins bowl. The Ga do not clearly articulate the reasons for the pervasiveness of the triple motif in ritual. Nevertheless, I suggest that the prevalence of this motif relates to the notion of mediation between classes of being which is the central aim of all Ga ritual. More specifically, I suggest that two ideas underlie the triple motif in Ga ritual. The first is that power is augmented through a repetition of similar units, whether these units be symbolic actions or symbolic objects. I also suggest that there are three units and not some other number, because three is the smallest number within which the notion of mediation can be contained. This notion of mediation is central to Ga cosmological conceptions of a hierarchy of beings and to the aims 17) Cf. J. Westcott, The sculpture and myths of Eshu-Elegba, the Yoruba trickster, Africa 32, 1962, 336-354. Eshu Elegba "is identified with the first born of twins, who, although the older twin is considered to be the junior." (341) I am grateful to Professor Beidelman for calling my attention to this essay.
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which men attempt to achieve by interconnection between classes within this hierarchy through the performance of ritual. Although this is a deductive explanation of the triple motif in Ga ritual which is not verbalized by even the most thoughtful Ga authorities, it is consistent with the ideas which they articulate and those which they enact in ritual.



GONCLU~I~ON Ga regard the birth of twins as both desirable and anomalous. In the twin ceremony the desirability of twin births is conveyed through the words of the twin song, the dance of joy performed by women who are potential twin producers, and the pouring of water over the parents of the young twins and over the mature twins. Twin births result from the parents unusual reproductive powers. Such anomalous births are a sign of spiritual blessing, for Ga believe that the supreme being, the creative life force of the Ga universe, is the source of all life. Human beings who produce twins, therefore are especially favoured. I suggest that the aim of ritual surrounding the parents of twins is to continue this supernormal reproductive state through the production of additional children. I t is consistent with Ga conceptions of cognatic kinship that the status of both the father and the mother is ceremonialized. I am unaware of any special restrictions or privileges pertaining to those who bear twins. The children who are born as a consequence of the supernormal reproductive powers of their parents are supernormal human beings who include the initial twin pair and their succeeding siblings. Ga resolve the taxonomic problems which twin births present by placing twins and their succeeding siblings in a special category of human beings associated with a category of spirits. Through this special relationship to spirits, twins have access to unusual power making them dangerous and to be feared. Membership in this special human category is expressed through a set of names which maintain birthorder distinctions among siblings thereby facilitating the incorporation of members of the multiple sibling group within the established social order. The twin ceremony, however, emphasizes the association between twins and certain non-human phenomena, such as ponds, yams, bushcows and forests. I suggest that this interconnection is based upon a notion of unrestrained reproductivity or fertility about which Ga are ambivalent. In Ga cosmology human beings are differentiated from animals by their capacity to reason (dzengmo dzi gbomo; the mind is
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the person). One important consequence of this capacity is that men, unlike animals, control their sexuality on which orderly social life depends. Nevertheless, fertility is considered desirable as well as essential for the continuity of society. The reproductive capacity of animals exceeds that of human beings, for animals usually bear multiple offspring and human beings single offspring. Wild animals who inhabit the forest and reproduce several offspring at one time are generically non-rational; they are dangerous to human beings not only because they may be ferocious, but because they do not control their sexuality. The source of life for all earthly creatures is the supreme being who also determines the continuity of life in the universe of its creation through control of cosmic processes, such as rainfall and sunshine. The supreme being, as well as all immortal spirits, is associated with the sky. In certain contexts, Ga conceptualize the sky as masculine and active and the earth as feminine and passive. 1s) JVater in the form of rain mediates between the sky, the sphere of immortal spirits, and the earth, the locus of mortal creatures. Through rain the sky fertilizes the earth and makes it productive; this notion is expressed in the constantly reiterated phrase in Ga religious ritual, "May rain fall that the ground may be moist so that mushroom may grow". In one of its aspects, therefore, Ga perceive water as a fertilizing or seminal substance. I suggest that this connotation of water is implied by the pouring of water over the parents of twins and the mature twins and by the circular form of the dance of joy which represents a forest pond in the twin ceremony. Just as the pond is the natural form which water usually assumes in the forest, the yam is the vegetable which Ga associate with the forest, for Ga believe that they derived the plant from forest-dwelling Akan peoples. Whatever the historical validity of the Ga association of the origin of the yam with inland peoples, they consider themselves to be grain growers and not root cultivators by tradition. Grain in the form of millet is ritually cultivated by Ga in the kpele cult which Ga believe to be their indigenous religious system; by contrast, the ritual use of yams occurs in the religious cults which Ga believe to be of Akan origin, namely, otu and akong. 19) Thus, Ga associate the yam with the forest. The forest as the habitat of wild animals in which ponds occur and 18) M. Kilson, Kpele Lala : Ga religious songs and symbols, Cambridge, Massachusetts 1971. 19) Ibid.
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yams grow is the location of untamed fertility. Twins by virtue of their abnormal birth are associated with the unrestrained reprodudivity of the forest. Thus, in certain ways twins and the various forest phenomena with which they are associated represent the dangerous disorder of unrestrained sexuality which is contrary to human social order but which is desired for its bio-social consequences. Moreover, through ritual the powers of twins are brought within the realm of social control. In certain situations, therefore, twins mediate and are taxonomically intermediate between the forest inhabited by wild animals and the town inhabited by socialized human beings. Some of the ideological oppositions which twins mediate are expressed in the following set of dualistic oppositions: human beings rational town social order orderly sexuality single birth tame controlled



animals non-rational forest social disorder disorderly sexuality multiple births wild uncontrolled



These conceptual differentiations are conveyed by the utilization of forest symbols in the twin ceremony. Turning from the level of ideas to that of social relations, the symbolism of the twin ceremony expresses several basic sociological differentiations including those between male and female, between patrilateral and matrilateral kin, and between first-born and secondborn. The complementarity of these sociological distinctions implies not only that they constitute sources of social tension and cleavage within Ga society, but that the co-operative interaction of these potentially divisive forces must be assured in the interest of the wider social order. In Ga society the complementary opposition between the sexes assumes a particularly vivid form in the ideal pattern of duolocal residence whereby matrilaterally related women reside in one household and patrilaterally related men in another. 20) According to Ga notions of conception, a child derives blood from both parents but more blood from the father than from the mother; through the physiological idiom of blood the cognatic foundation of Ga kin relations and the relative superordination of patrilateral ties over matrilateral ties are expressed. 20) M. Kilson, Continuity and changing in the Ga residential system, Ghana Journal o f Sociology 3 (z), 1967, 81-97.
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Nevertheless, access to and allocation of the estate of a family (we) depends upon cognatic affiliation with that group. Within cognatic units access to property depends upon birth-order; theoretically, a person remains a jural minor until all members of the preceding generation and older members of his own generation are dead. 'The clearest expression of the differentiation of generations and fullsiblings within Ga cognatic units is the two sets of birth-order patronyms which rotate between alternate generations and differentiate members of the same generation by sex and birth-order. Although these basic sociological differentiations are expressed in the twin ceremony, the cooperative aspects of these complementary notions are emphasized. Both parents participate in the ritual, thereby conveying the notion of the cooperation between the sexes necessary for the production of children as well as the differentiation of matrilateral and patrilateral cognates. The co-operation between cognates necessary for the maintenance of children is represented in the communal feast. The notions of patrilateral and birth-order superordination are conveyed by the location of the ceremony in the house of the paternal grandfather and the ceremonial role of his elder brother as representative of the cognatic group. The symbolism of the Ga twin ceremony, therefore, stresses the overriding of social cleavages in the service of the continuity of Ga society, thereby emphasizing the unification of disparate and contradictory forces within the Ga social system. I n this paper I have presented a descriptive analysis of a Ga twin ceremony in order to show how this ceremony conveys certain Ga ideas about twinship and about communication between taxonomic classes in Ga thought. Ga consider that twin births resulting from the parents unusual reproductive powers are desirable and anomalous. Ga resolve the anomaly of multiple human births by associating twins with immortal spirits who are bushcows, thereby associating mortal twins with both suprahuman and subhuman classes of being. Unlike a number of African societies Ga do not perceive twins as socially one. Ga acknowledge the biological anomaly of human twins by associating them with bushcow spirits; they deny the social paradox of human twins by giving them birth-order names which while distinctive of twins nevertheless emphasize birth-order among twins as among other mortals. Further, while Ga ceremonialize the status of twins, they consider that they are less powerful than the sibling born after the twin pair. I have shown how the importance which Ga place on the third-born sibling is consistent with their notions concerning the aims
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not only of twin ritual but of all ritual, that is, to bring mortal men into contact with immortal spirits and through this interconnection to achieve significant goals for men and spirits. 21) 21) On twin beliefs, see also R. Firth, Twins, birds and vegetables : problems of identification in primitive religious thought, Man I , 1966, 1-17. On the Ga, in addition to works named, see A. Adjei, Mortuary usages of the Ga people's of the Gold Coast, AmerJcan Anthropologist 45, 1943, 84-98; A. N. Allott, A note on the Ga law of succession, Bulletin of the School of Oriental African Studies IS, 1953, 164-169; A. A. Arrnartey, Adzenuloo! Accra 1961; A. Addo-Aryee Brown, Signs and omens, Gold Coast Review 2, 1926, 285-89. J(. M. Bruce-Myers, The connubial institutions of the Gas, Journal of the African Society 30, 1931, 399409; M. J. Field, Social Organization of the Ga People, London 1940; M. Kilson, The Ga naming rite, Antkropos 63/64, I&, 904-920; M. Manoukian, Akan and Ga Adangme Peoples of the Gold Coast, London 1950; A. B. Quartey-Papafio, Laws of succession among the Akras or the Ga tribes proper of the Gold Coast, Journal of the African Society 10, 1910-11,64-72; The use of names among the Gas or Accra people of the Gold Coast, ibid., 13, 1913, 167-182; The Ga homowo festival, ibid., 19, 1920, 126-134,227-232.
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